










10:45  Opening 
　 －	 Ralf		Futselaar	(??????? ),	Welcome and practical matters
11:00 Session 1: Pictures and Empowerment 
　 －	 Joe	Takeda	(???????????? ),	The Truth About Bahay na Pula
　 －	 Rene	Kok	(NIOD),	Drawings from Japanese Internment Camps in the Dutch Indies 
13:30 Session 2: State-building and War
　 －	 Martijn	Eikhoff	(NIOD)	and	Marieke	Bloembergen	(KITLV),	From the Military Heroism of the Co-
Prosperity Sphere to the World Peace of Unesco: Japanese Archeology in 20th Century Indonesia
　 －	 Hans	Peter	Liederbach	(?????????? ),	Memory and National History
　 －	 Eveline	Buchheim	(NIOD),	Remembrance Revisited: The Role of the Netherlands Information 
Bureau in Framing World War II Memories
?	?	 Marjan	Schwegman	(NIOD),	From Heroism to Victimhood, from Victimhood to Heroism: Mixing 
Memories of the War on Brigandage in Italy
3月24日
10:45 Session 3: Heroes, Victims and Villains
　 －	 Peter	Romijn	 (NIOD),	Perpetrators as Victims? A long-term perspective on dealing with 
collaboration in post-war Dutch society
　 －	 Timothy	Tsu	(?????????? ),	Imperfect Heroes and Incomplete Devils: Depictions of 
Japanese Soldiers in Recent Chinese War Movies
■ 国際学術交流 ■
関西学院大学－オランダ戦争資料研究所第４回国際共同ワークショップ
“The Power of Healing – or the Healing of Power?
A Critical Workshop on the Memory of War”
202
?????????????????? 7?
　 －	 Masashi	Iwasa	(??????? ),	Are We Witnessing the 'Third Memory Boom'? : Illustrations of 
War Memory in Recent Japanese TV Programs
13:30 Session 4: The Bombs
　 －	 Takeshi	Hamada	(??????????????? ),	The Hiroshima Atomic Bomb Dome as a 
Forgetfulness Device
　 －	 Kees	Ribbens	(NIOD),	The Impact of Hiroshima and Nagasaki in the Netherlands: Between memory 
culture and Historical Representation of WWII
　 －	 Yu	Fukuda	(??????????????? ),	Post Disaster Ritual: The Case of Nagasaki
15:30 Session 5: Closing remarks and discussion
　 －	 Masahiro	Ogino	(?????????? ),	Closing remarks
　 －	 General	discussion
17:00 Discussion of publication plans
　 －	 Ralf	Futselaar	(??????? )	and	Eveline	Buchheim	(NIOD)	The Forthcoming Book About the 
Previous Workshop
　 －	 General	discussion	on	the	book	about	this	workshop
